
I. Conversation Lab #1  Discussion And Takeaways From The Lab  

A. There is a very real presence of Ambiguity in and out of the church regarding what a Christian is and how one becomes 
one.  

1. Ambiguity Defined: ambiguity |ˌambiˈgyo͞o-itē| noun Uncertainty or inexactness of meaning  
of a thing.  A lack of decisiveness or commitment resulting from a failure to make a choice between alternatives: the film is fraught with 
moral ambiguity. 

B.  Manifestations Of Our Religious Ambiguity & Their Impact  

1. The Ancestral Definition: “born into a Christian home or a Christian nation”. In such a view genetics replace 
Christ.  

2. The Traditionalist Definition:  

a. It’s Logical Fallacy: Participating in “church formal service” and being the recipient of the sacraments equals being 
a Christian. (“Just because you live in a garage doesn’t make you a car.”) 

b. A magical view of liturgy and./or the  sacraments (1Cor. 10 & 11) In such a view the “church” & the magical view of 
sacraments (auto grace and security) replaces a real relationship with Jesus. (Paul in 1 Corinthians 10 – all with 
Moses under the cloud and through the sea, but…) 

c. The Moralistic Definition: A Christian Is Someone Who: lives out the Sermon on the Mount, or the Ten 
Commandments. Men and women who live what they perceive to be a “good life” morally.   

(Issue: definition and measure of the word “being good.”)  

C. The Impact Of Our Cultural Ambiguity. 

1. The Creation Of A Reductionist Gospel:  

a. In each view something becomes a substitute for the dynamic of relational intimacy and allegiance toward Jesus and His 
words, found in the NT.  

b. Results In Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s “Christ-less” Christianity.  

•  “Christianity without discipleship (a true following of Jesus) is in essence Christianity without (a living) Christ.”  
––Cost of Discipleship 

c. Creates A Cultural Christianity and a Nominal Church.  

(1) Defining Nominal: |ˈnäminəl| adjective|(of a role or status) existing in name only: Thailand  
retained nominal independence under Japanese military occupation. ––Nominal Christianity fails to fulfill Jesus’s 
mandate to make disciples, verses making church attendees.  

(2) Nominal Christianity sets the culture’s or the individual’s Truth over the authority of the WORD of  
the LORD. –– In those days Israel had no King and everyone “did as they saw fit.” (Judges 21:25) 

(3) Nominalism exists in both the so-called conservative, evangelical and liberal church.  Both can put  
aside the Word of Jesus and in so doing put aside Jesus himself. 

Discipleship 
The Heart of Christian Life 

Conversation Lab 
What is a Christian and how does a person become one?


